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Connection Management and Relay Path Configuration 1 

Siemens, Nokia, Telcordia, Huawei, ITRI, Alcatel-Lucent, ETRI, 2 
Samsung Thales, KDDI, Samsung 3 

1 Introduction 4 
In 802.16e [3], each connection (both management and data) is identified by a Connection ID (CID) [2]. 5 

There is no routing required; data is transmitted solely between the BS and the MS. In the Multihop Relay 6 
system, one or more RSs exist between an MR-BS and an MS. In order to forward traffic between MR-BS and 7 
MS, routing path needs to be established between them across the intermediate RSs. A path consists of a 8 
sequence of RS identifier, and is determined in a MR cell subject to a set of constraints such as availability of 9 
radio resource, radio quality of the link, QoS, load condition of a RS, etc.. 10 

This contribution proposes two simple path management schemes for multi-hop relay systems where the 11 
MR-BS makes centralized decision of a path. The MR-BS establishes the path by either informing all the RS 12 
along the path of relevant path information or embedding path information as part of connection management. 13 
In the first scheme, the MR-BS informs RS of the mapping between a connection as identified by a CID and an 14 
established path. The connection could be a regular transport connection established for a MS as defined in [3], 15 
basic and primary management CID allocated to RS/MS, or a tunnel connection as proposed in [8]. The RS 16 
builds up its routing table based on path and creates the binding relationship between CID and the path. In the 17 
latter scheme, each relay station is assigned a range of CIDs for which the relay is responsible.  The parent node 18 
controls a superset of this CID range, and any child nodes (both RS and MS) are assigned disjoint subsets of the 19 
CID range.  Because of this systematic structure, the relay path is established based on destination’s CIDs and 20 
each relay station can recognize its packets and forward them to corresponding stations. 21 

 22 

2 Data forwarding with explicit path information 23 
2.1 Overview 24 

In this section, we propose to use extended DSx (x represents Add, Change and Deletion) message to populate 25 
the routing path and path/CID binding information to the RSs on a specific path. Being different from legacy 26 
DSx messages defined for 802.16e, DSx signaling in multihop relay network is only processed by the RS along 27 
the selected path. To support constraint-based path establishment, Explicit-Route TLV and Path-ID TLV are 28 
included in the DSx message. To support path/CID binding operation, the DSx messages includes CIDs and 29 
service flow parameters. The CIDs could be regular MS transport CIDs, basic and primary CIDs, or tunnel 30 
CIDs. Furthermore, this extended DSx message also supports multiple path management operations in one 31 
signaling process. 32 
 33 
The basic procedure of the path management proposed in this contribution is highlighted below.  34 
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- MR-BS creates routing paths, assigns an unique path id to the path, and populates the detailed path 1 
information to all the RS along the path 2 

- MR-BS allocates CIDs to the RSs and MSs and creates a binding between CID and the path identified 3 
by path id. In the tunnelling case, the CID is the Tunnel CID (T-CID); while in the non-tunnelling case, 4 
the CID is the individual CID allocated to RS or MS.  5 

- MR-BS populates the CID-path ID binding information to all the RSs along the path. 6 
- Each RS should store the CID-path ID binding information into the routing table and derive the data 7 

forwarding table based on the detailed path information.  8 
- When topology changes, due to events such as mobility, a new path may be created and/or the CID-path 9 

ID binding needs to be repopulated to every RS on the new path and removed from the old path. 10 
 11 

2.2 Illustration of Topology Discovery and Path Management Procedures 12 

Figure 1 illustrates the path establishment procedure during network entry for both MS and RS, as well as the 13 
binding procedure between the basic/primary management CID and selected paths. The network entry 14 
procedure is in line with [11].  15 

- When RS1 attempts to conduct initial ranging, it sends regular RNG-REQ.  After receiving a regular 16 
RNG-REQ, the MR-BS determines that RS1 directly attaches to it. MR-BS then sends the RNG-RSP to 17 
RS1. The other initial network entry procedures remain the same as MS. Such procedure may trigger the 18 
routing table update for RS1 in the MR-BS by including the basic and primary management CID of 19 
RS1. MR-BS also establish a path (P1: MR-BS, RS1) by sending a DSA*-REQ only to RS1 (not shown 20 
in Figure 1). 21 

- When RS2 attempts to conduct initial ranging, it sends regular RNG-REQ. After receiving a regular 22 
initial RNG-REQ, RS1 replaces the Initial Ranging CID with its basic CID and sends it to the MR-BS. 23 
Upon receiving the RNG-REQ, MR-BS replaces RS1’s basic CID with Initial Ranging CID and 24 
processes it. Then MR-BS determines that RS2 attaches to RS1 directly. It generates a RNG-RSP for 25 
RS2 and sends to RS1 using RS1’s basic CID. Upon receiving the RNG-RSP, RS1 replaces its basic 26 
CID with Initial Ranging CID and sends it to RS2. The other initial network entry procedures remain the 27 
same as MS. MR-BS also establish a path (P2: MR-BS, RS1, RS2) by sending a DSA*-REQ, which is 28 
processed hop-by-hop by RS1 and RS2 (not shown in Figure 1). The binding between P1 and the basic 29 
and primary management CID of RS2 is included in the same message. MR-BS may also generate a new 30 
path id for the path between itself and RS1.  31 

- When MS attempts to conduct initial network entry, it sends a regular RNG-REQ to RS2. RS2 replaces 32 
the Initial Ranging CID with its basic CID and sends it to the MR-BS. RS1 will just simply forward it to 33 
the MR-BS. Upon receiving the RNG-REQ, MR-BS determines that MS attaches to RS2 directly. It 34 
then calculates the relay path to be used toward MS (in this example, it’s the relay path P2: MR-BS – 35 
RS1 – RS2), and then generates the basic and primary management CID for the MS. MR-BS sends 36 
RNG-RSP to RS2 using RS2’s basic CID. Upon receiving the RNG-RSP, RS2 replaces its basic CID 37 
with Initial Ranging CID and sends it to MS. 38 

- In order to inform all the RSs on the path of the routing information and optionally the service flow 39 
requirement for the basic and primary management CID of the MS, the MR-BS sends DSA*-REQ to all 40 
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the RSs on the path. The transmission mechanism of DSA-REQ message is hop-by-hop. Each RS 1 
receiving the request would process DSA*-REQ and store path/CID binding data in their routing table. 2 
This process is repeated until the DSA*-REQ reaches the last hop. The final RS replies with a DSA*-3 
RSP. The further traffic sent over the basic and primary management CID will be routed by each RS 4 
through the identified path. MR-BS may generate a new path id for the path between itself and RS2 and 5 
log MS’s basic/ primary management CID in the routing table.  6 

 7 
MMR-BS RS1 RS2 MS

RNG-REQ(Initial Raning CID)

RNG-RSP(Initial Ranging CID)

P0 = {MR-BS}, RS1 basic/primary CIDs;
P1 = {P0, RS1} 

Other network entry procedures

RNG-REQ(RS1 Basic CID)

RNG-RSP(RS1 Basic CID)

P0={MR-BS}; RS1 basic/primary CIDs;
P1={P0, RS1}, RS2 basic/primary CIDs; 

P2={P1, RS2}

Other network entry procedures

RNG-REQ(Initial Raning CID)

RNG-RSP(Initial Raning CID)

RNG-RSP(RS2 Basic CID)

Other network entry procedures

RNG-REQ(RS2 Basic CID)
RNG-REQ(Initial Raning CID)

RNG-RSP(Initial Raning CID)P0={MR-BS}; RS1 basic/primary CIDs;
P1={P0, RS1}, RS2 basic/primary CIDs; 
P2={P1, RS2), MS basic/primary CIDs

RS1 network 
entry procedure

RS2 network 
entry procedure

MS network entry  
procedure

RNG-REQ(RS2 Basic CID)

RNG-RSP(RS2 Basic CID)

DSA*-REQ(RS2 basic/primary CIDs bound to P1, P2)

DSA*-RSP

DSA*-REQ(P1)

DSA*-RSP

DSA*-REQ(P2)

DSA*-RSP

DSA*-REQ(MS basic/primary CIDs bound to P2)

DSA*-RSP

DSA*-REQ(MS’s basic/primary CIDs bound to P2)

DSA*-RSP

  8 

Figure 1: Illustration of Path Management Procedures During Network Entry 9 
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 1 

   2 

Figure 2: Illustration of Path Management Procedures During Service Flow Creation 3 

 4 
As another example, Figure 2 shows the CID to path binding procedure in multi-hop relay system during the 5 
MR-BS initiated service flow creation procedure. Again, this example shows non-tunnel scenario. 6 
 7 

- When MR-BS wishes to establish an uplink or downlink dynamic service flow, it sends DSA-REQ with 8 
MS CID. The DSA-REQ is forwarded by RS1 and RS2 to the MS. MS then responds with DSA-RSP, 9 
which is also forwarded by RS2 and RS1 to the MR-BS.  10 

- Upon receiving a successful DSA-RSP, the MR-BS determines the path(s) to be used to carry the 11 
service flow. It then sends DSA*-REQ with RS1 CID. This message includes the selected Path-ID, the 12 
CID associated with the service flow and optionally the service flow parameter set to all the RSs on the 13 
path.  14 

- Upon receiving the DSA*-REQ, RS1 obtains the mapping between the Path-ID and CID, which will be 15 
used to route the traffic for the specified service flow. The service flow parameters can be used for the 16 
RS to schedule the traffic for the specified service flow accordingly. RS1 derives the next hop (i.e., 17 
RS2) to further transmit the request based on the path information associated with the Path-ID, and 18 
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forwards the DSA*-REQ to RS2. RS2 processes the message in the same manner and responds with a 1 
DSA-RSP. RS1 updates the DSA-RSP and sends it to the MR-BS.  2 

- The MR-BS completes the transaction by sending the acknowledgement message DSA-ACK to the MS.  3 
 4 

3 Data forwarding with embedded path information 5 
3.1 Overview 6 

In this section, we propose to use systematic CID assignment to provide routing path information. By 7 
combining CIDs with the routing for each connection, the routing structure can be updated and maintained 8 
easily along with CIDs. To systematically assign CIDs to the MR-BS and RSs, the proposed CID allocation 9 
mechanism adopts the partitioning of the positive integers into subsets.  The idea is to map these subsets to 10 
nodes in a network, which will assist in identifying the placement of the node in the tree. Each node of the tree 11 
represents a subset of Z, the set of all positive integers.  The leaves of the tree are pairwise disjoint subsets of 12 
the integers.  Each parent node is a superset of the union of its children.  For example, in Figure 3, ( )EDB ∪⊃  13 
and ( )KJHD ∪∪⊃ . The tree can grow; at a particular node, its children must satisfy two conditions.  1) the 14 
children must be subsets of the parent node; 2) the children are pairwise disjoint. 15 

Due to this structure, any node (root, leaf, or intermediary) can determine whether a particular integer will 16 
exist in its subtree (with itself as the root).  Intermediary nodes must distinguish between two types of integers; 17 
those that terminate at the node (terminal integers), and those that do not terminate at the node (non-terminal 18 
integers).  We provide two examples of integer partitioning that assume only one terminal integer at each 19 
intermediary node, and briefly mention how multiple terminal integers (per intermediary node) can be attained. 20 

In this section, we describe two methods to systematically assign CIDs. This can be accomplished by 21 
factorization into bit partition, or contiguous blocks.   22 

 23 

 24 
Figure 3: an example of a network tree (an abstract model) 25 

 26 

3.1.1 Examples of integer partitioning: contiguous integer blocks 27 

This is a simple implementation.  The root node represents Z.  Each of its children (1st tier nodes) are 28 
assigned a contiguous range of Z (and pairwise disjoint).  For a particular 1st tier node (with range [p1, p2]), its 29 
children (2nd tier nodes) are each assigned a contiguous subset of [p1, p2] (and pairwise disjoint).  This process 30 
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continues for the entire tree. In Figure 4, we demonstrate how the tree in Figure 3 can partition the integers 1 
using contiguous integer block methods. 2 

In Figure 4, the terminal integers for nodes B, C, D can be set to 1000, 2000, and 400 respectively.  3 
Allowing multiple terminal integers per intermediary node is trivial. We perform this CID assignment scheme 4 
ignoring the MS in the topology.  This method is compatible with the notion of tunnel CIDs.  Tunnel CIDs are 5 
the CIDs of the terminal access RS of the appropriate QoS service, but routing is considered a separate problem. 6 
With this systematic CID allocation scheme amongst the RSs, the tunnel CIDs may be distributed smartly so 7 
that routing is embedded within the CID structure with minimal signaling. 8 

 9 

 10 
Figure 4: Systematic CID assignment using contiguous blocks.  The choice of range length being 11 

multiples of 100 is arbitrary. 12 
 13 

3.1.2 Examples of integer partitioning: bit partition 14 

Each decimal number could also be converted into a binary number. Assume there are at most 2k RSs could 15 
associate with one RS or BS directly, k bits would be used to identify each RS in the same level. The 1st tier 16 
nodes that associate to the MR-BS directly would have CIDs with all possible number in lowest k bits. Their 17 
children (2nd tier nodes) is identified by left shifting k bits of parent CID and set lowest k bits. This process 18 
continues for the entire tree. In this manner, the CID (without leading 0s) of any RS will be the prefix of CIDs 19 
of all its subordinate RSs. 20 

To convert these values into subsets of Z (as discussed in Section 3.1) is simple; a nth tier node will have a 21 
unique nk-bit sequence to identify itself, then the range this node could assign will be all numbers with this nk-22 
bit sequence in the middle and begin with arbitrary number of “0”s as its prefix and with arbitrary combination 23 
of 0 and 1 as its suffix. The condition as set out in Section 3.1 is satisfied. We also demonstrate how the tree in 24 
Figure 3 can partition the integers using bit partition method in Figure 5. 25 

We first define a parameter 2k to identify the maximum number of subordinate RSs that the MR-BS or a RS 26 
could have. If k=0, each RS could only have one subordinate RS. For 1st-tier RSs, which connect to the MR-BS 27 
directly, the MR-BS assigns IDs sequentially from 1 to 2k as shown in Figure 5 by setting different values of the 28 
lowest k bits of the ID. We only show the lowest 8 bits of CIDs in Figure 5. For other n-tier RSs, the MR-BS 29 
left shifts k bits of its parent ID and sets the lowest k bits according to the arriving sequence of the RS. For 30 
example, RST and RSU comes one after another to associate with RSQ (ID: 00 01 00 11) after RSR and RSS in 31 
Figure 3. To assign an ID to RST, the MR-BS first perform left shift 2 bits of its parent ID and gets 01 00 11 00, 32 
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and then it sets the lowest 2 bits as 10 since it is the third RS that attaches to RSQ. Similarly, the MR-BS assigns 1 
01 00 11 11 to RSU after RST. 2 

MR-BS

00 00 00 01

00 00 01 00 00 00 00 01 00 00 01 10

00 11 01 00 00 11 01 01 00 11 01 10 00 11 01 11

00 00 11 0100 00 11 00

00 00 00 1100 00 00 10

01 00 11 00 01 00 11 01

00 00 01 01

01 00 11 1101 00 11 10

00 01 00 1100 01 00 1000 01 00 0100 01 00 00

00 00 01 11

01 00 00 00 01 00 00 01 01 00 00 1101 00 00 10

MR-BS

00 00 00 01

00 00 01 00 00 00 00 01 00 00 01 10

00 11 01 00 00 11 01 01 00 11 01 10 00 11 01 11

00 00 11 0100 00 11 00

00 00 00 1100 00 00 10

01 00 11 00 01 00 11 01

00 00 01 01

01 00 11 1101 00 11 10

00 01 00 1100 01 00 1000 01 00 0100 01 00 00

00 00 01 11

01 00 00 00 01 00 00 01 01 00 00 1101 00 00 10

RSA

RSE RSF

RSLRSKRSJ

RSGRSD

RSQRSPRSORSN

RSURSTRSSRSR

RSYRSXRSWRSV

RSM

RSH RSI

RSCRSB

 3 
Figure 5: Systematic CID assignment using bit partition. 4 

 5 

Note that a simple way of allowing multiple terminal values at intermediary nodes is to merge nodes.  For 6 
example, the logical nodes H and J can represent the same physical node. 7 

3.2 Examples of relay path configuration 8 

In the following, we show examples how contiguous and bit partitioning methods could be applied to relay 9 
path configuration. 10 

We take figure 6 for example. There are two MSs, which associate to RS L (CID: 00 01 01 00) and RS G 11 
(CID: 00 00 10 01), in the network. The MR-BS has records for these two MSs and knows their serving RSs. 12 
The whole relay path could be divided into two segments: from the source RS to the MR-BS and from the MR-13 
BS to the destination RS. For upstream frames, each RS could easily know its parent CID by right shifting k bits 14 
of its own CID. For example, the CID of access RS L is 00 01 01 00, so its parent CID is 00 00 01 01 by right 15 
shifting 2 bits of its CID. For downstream frame received from its parent RS, the RS needs to determine if it 16 
should accept, forward, or discard the frame. When the tunneling [8] [10] is applied for relaying, the Tunnel 17 
CID could be set as the CID of destination RS. Each intermediate RS could compute if the destination RS 18 
belongs to its subordinate RSs by the algorithm in Figure 7. First of all, the RS compares if the destination CID 19 
is equal to its own CID and accepts the frame if these two CIDs are the same. If the match fails, it perform k-bit 20 
right shift of the destination CID and do the comparison with its own CID. If the shifted destination CID is the 21 
same as its own CID, it forwards the frame to its subordinate RS. Otherwise, it continues do the right shift and 22 
comparison for (maximal level-current level) times and discards the frame if all matches are failed. For example, 23 
RS C would know that RS G is its subordinate RS by right shifting the destination CID once. 24 

  25 
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  1 
Figure 6: An example of relay path configuration using bit partition method. 2 

 3 
start

DstID=
its own ID?Accept

DstID=Right shift 
k bits of DstID

DstID=
its own ID?Forward

Discard

Counter=H-h

Counter<=0?

Counter--

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

 4 
Figure 7: Subordinate RS differentiation algorithm 5 

 6 

 7 

 8 
Figure 8: An example of relay path configuration using contiguous integer partitioning method. The 9 

number in parenthesis is the range of CIDs that the MR-BS could allocate to the subordinate RS. 10 
 11 

Similarly with contiguous integer partitioning shown in Figure 8, the MR-BS keeps records of the access RS 12 
for each MS. For data directed towards MS2, the MR-BS sends the data to the access RS with CID 60. Since 13 
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this CID belongs to the range of CID of the RS C, it forwards the data to the RS G. Meanwhile, the RS B 1 
ignores this data as the CID is not within its range.  The similar procedure can be done on the uplink. Figure 9 2 
illustrates procedures of path management with embedded information. 3 

 4 
Figure 9: Illustration of embedded path management procedures. 5 

To support dynamic topology such as MDHO and cooperative relaying, encapsulation of CIDs [6] or 6 
explicit path information can be used to perform path configuration, as described in the next or previous 7 
sections. 8 

3.3 CID encapsulation 9 

The MR-BS can send updates to reflect the changes in network topology from time to time. During 10 
transition stages, the length of time required to update the CID assignment is too lengthy.  Furthermore, for 11 
cases such as MDHO, the CID assignment may be temporary.  In this section, a solution to adapt to such 12 
changes in topology is presented. 13 
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The general idea of CID encapsulation is to have a dynamic method for temporarily changing CIDs.  For 1 
example, it allows an intermediate node, who is assigned CID B, to relay a message with CID A, which the 2 
node is not directly responsible for.  The following figure describes the structure of such MPDUs. 3 

 4 
Figure 10: An inner MPDU with header CID A is encapsulated with an outer MPDU with header CID B. 5 

 6 

The following two figures demonstrate how CID encapsulation can be used to perform changes in network 7 
topology.  Node L has moved, and the BS knows to change L’s parent from Node D to Node E. It is possible 8 
for this encapsulation to occur multiple times, depending on the severity of topological changes. 9 

 10 

 11 
Figure 11: An example of a change in topology.  The BS is aware that Node L has moved, and its parent 12 

should be changed from Node E to Node D.  13 
 14 

Before:   After:  15 

Figure 12: Before: Packet with CID 36 is routed to Node L.  After: Packet with CID 25 is routed to Node 16 
E.  Node E strips out inner MPDU, and retransmits a packet with CID 36. 17 

 18 

4 Proposed Text 19 
----------------------------Beginning of Text Changes------------------------------------------------------------------------ 20 

[Add the following text into section 6.3.1.3] 21 
6.3.1.3.1 Addressing Scheme for Relaying 22 

In the procedure of network entry and initialization for a new RS, the MR-BS may systematically 23 
assign CIDs, e.g. basic CIDs, MT-CIDs, and T-CIDs, for a RS. There are two CID assignment methods: 24 
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contiguous integer blocks as in Figure 6.3.1.3.X (a) and bit partition as in Figure 6.3.1.3.X (b). In the bit 1 
partition assignment, the MR-BS sets the lowest k bits in ascending order to RSs for RSs associated to the 2 
MR-BS directly where the maximum number of RSs the MR-BS or a RS could serve is 2k. For other level-n 3 
RSs, which need n hops to reach the MR-BS, the MR-BS left shifts k bits of its parent CID and sets the 4 
lowest k bits according to the arriving sequence of the RS. 5 

 6 

 7 
Figure 6.3.1.3.Y: CID range allocation example, (a) contiguous integer block, (b) bit partition method. 8 

 9 
 10 
6.3.2.1 MAC header formats 11 

[Insert the following at the end of 6.3.2.1:] 12 
The MAC header of the PDU from the MS to the MR-BS via the RS is encapsulated by the access RS, and the 13 
MAC header of the PDU from the MR-BS to the MS via the RS is decapsulated by the access RS. 14 
 15 

[Change the text in Table 4 as indicated:] 16 

Table 4 – MAC header format 17 

Syntax Size Notes 

MAC Header() {   

    HT 1 bit 0 = Generic MAC header 

1 = Bandwidth request header 

    EC 1 bit If HT = 1, EC = 0 

    if (HT == 0) {   
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        Type 6 bits  

        Reserved 1 bit Shall be set to zero 

        CI 1 bit  

        EKS 2 bits  

        CE 1 bit 0 – no CID encapsulation 

1 – CID encapsulation is used 

        LEN 11 bits  

    }   

    Else {   

        Type 3 bits  

        BR 19 bits  

    }   

    CID 16 bits  

    HCS 8 bits  

}   

 1 
6.3.2.3 MAC management messages 2 
 3 
[Insert the following into table 14] 4 

Table 14 – MAC Management messages 5 
Type Message name Message description connection 
Xx CID_ALLOC-IND CID allocation message Basic 

 6 
 7 
Add the following text at the end of 6.3.2.3.10: 8 
 9 
In multi-hop relay network, a DSA-REQ is also sent by MR-BS to populate the path information to every RS on 10 
the path and/or distribute the binding information between connections and a selected path. The MR-BS shall 11 
generate DSA-REQs in the form shown in Table T38. When a RS receives a DSA-REQ and it is not the last 12 
hop on the relay path, it shall also generate a DSA-REQ in the form shown in Table T38 and sends it to the next 13 
RS on the path.  14 
 15 
The DSA-REQ message may contain the following TLVs:  16 
    17 
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Path Addition (see 11.21.1) 1 
Specification of the path addition operations  2 

Path CID Binding Update (see 11.21.2) 3 
Specification of the path/cid binding operations including adding the binding between CIDs to the 4 
specific path.  5 
 6 

The DSA-REQ shall contain the following TLVs: 7 
 8 

HMAC/CMAC Tuple (see 11.1.2) 9 
The HMAC/CMAC Tuple attribute contains a keyed message digest (to authenticate the sender). The 10 
HMAC Tuple attribute shall be the final attribute in the DSA message’s attribute list.  11 

 12 
Add the following text at the end of 6.3.2.3.11: 13 
 14 
In multi-hop relay network, a DSA-RSP is also sent by a RS to confirm the path management operation 15 
requested in the correspondent DSA-REQ. The access RS on the last hop on a specific path should generate the 16 
DSA-RSP in the form shown in Table T39-1. When a RS receives a DSA-RSP, it shall update the confirmation 17 
code and generate a DSA-RSP in the form shown in Table T39-1 and sends it to the previous RS on the path.  18 
 19 

Table 39-1 – DSA-RSP message format 20 

 21 
Syntax Size Notes 

DSA-RSP() {   
     Management Message Type = 12 8 bits  
     Transaction ID 16bits  
     PM Confirmation Code 8 bits  
     TLV Encoded Information Variable TLV specific 
}   

 22 
Parameters shall be as follows: 23 

 24 
Transaction ID 25 
 Transaction ID from corresponding DSA-REQ 26 
PM Confirmation Code (see 11.21.8) 27 
 The appropriate Path Management Confirmation Code for the entire correspondent DSA-REQ. 28 

 29 
The DSA-RSP shall contain the following TLVs: 30 
 31 

HMAC/CMAC Tuple (see 11.1.2) 32 
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The HMAC/CMAC Tuple attribute contains a keyed message digest (to authenticate the sender). The 1 
HMAC Tuple attribute shall be the final attribute in the DSA message’s attribute list. 2 
 3 
  4 

Add the following text at the end of 6.3.2.3.13: 5 
 6 
In multi-hop relay network, a DSC-REQ is also sent by MR-BS to update the binding between CIDs to a 7 
specified path, or to distribute the updated service flow parameter for a connection that is bound to the specified 8 
path. The MR-BS shall generate DSC-REQs in the form shown in Table T41. When a RS receives a DSC-REQ 9 
and it is not the last hop on the relay path, it shall also generate a DSC-REQ in the form shown in Table T38 10 
and sends it to the next RS on the path.  11 
 12 
The DSC-REQ message may contain the following TLVs:  13 
 14 

Path CID Binding Update (see 11.21.2) 15 
Specification of the path/cid binding operations including changing of service flow parameter of the 16 
CIDs bound to the specific path.  17 
 18 

The DSC-REQ shall contain the following TLVs: 19 
 20 

HMAC/CMAC Tuple (see 11.1.2) 21 
The HMAC/CMAC Tuple attribute contains a keyed message digest (to authenticate the sender). The 22 
HMAC Tuple attribute shall be the final attribute in the DSC message’s attribute list.  23 

 24 
Add the following text at the end of 6.3.2.3.14: 25 
 26 
In multi-hop relay network, a DSC-RSP is also sent by a RS to confirm the path management operation 27 
requested in the correspondent DSC-REQ. The access RS on the last hop on a specific path should generate the 28 
DSC-RSP in the form shown in Table T42-1. When a RS receives a DSC-RSP, it shall update the confirmation 29 
code and generate a DSC-RSP in the form shown in Table T42-1 and sends it to the previous RS on the path.  30 
 31 

Table 42-1 – DSC-RSP message format 32 

 33 
Syntax Size Notes 

DSC-RSP() {   
     Management Message Type = 12 8 bits  
     Transaction ID 16bits  
     PM Confirmation Code 8 bits  
     TLV Encoded Information Variable TLV specific 
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}   
 1 

Parameters shall be as follows: 2 
 3 

Transaction ID 4 
 Transaction ID from corresponding DSA-REQ 5 
PM Confirmation Code (see 11.21.8) 6 
 The appropriate Path Management Confirmation Code for the entire correspondent DSA-REQ. 7 

 8 
The DSC-RSP shall contain the following TLVs: 9 
 10 

HMAC/CMAC Tuple (see 11.1.2) 11 
The HMAC/CMAC Tuple attribute contains a keyed message digest (to authenticate the sender). The 12 
HMAC Tuple attribute shall be the final attribute in the DSA message’s attribute list.  13 

 14 
 15 
Add the following text at the end of 6.3.2.3.15: 16 
 17 
In multi-hop relay network, a DSD-REQ is also sent by MR-BS to remove a path and/or remove the binding 18 
between connections and a selected path. The MR-BS shall generate DSD-REQs in the form shown in Table 19 
T44. When a RS receives a DSD-REQ and it is not the last hop on the relay path, it shall also generate a DSD-20 
REQ in the form shown in Table T44 and sends it to the next RS on the path. The DSD-REQ message may 21 
contain the following TLVs:  22 
 23 

Path ID (see section 11.21.4) 24 
Specification of the path to be completely removed 25 

Path CID Binding Removal (see 11.21.3) 26 
Specification of the path/cid binding operations including removing the binding between CIDs to the 27 
specific path.  28 
 29 

The DSD-REQ shall contain the following TLVs: 30 
 31 

HMAC/CMAC Tuple (see 11.1.2) 32 
The HMAC/CMAC Tuple attribute contains a keyed message digest (to authenticate the sender). The 33 
HMAC Tuple attribute shall be the final attribute in the DSD message’s attribute list.  34 
 35 

Add the following text at the end of 6.3.2.3.15: 36 
 37 
In multi-hop relay network, a DSD-RSP is also sent by a RS to confirm the path management operation 38 
requested in the correspondent DSD-REQ. The access RS on the last hop on a specific path should generate the 39 
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DSD-RSP in the form shown in Table T44-1. When a RS receives a DSD-RSP, it shall update the confirmation 1 
code and generate a DSD-RSP in the form shown in Table T44-1 and sends it to the previous RS on the path.  2 
 3 

Table 44-1 – DSD-RSP message format 4 

 5 
Syntax Size Notes 

DSD-RSP() {   
     Management Message Type = 12 8 bits  
     Transaction ID 16bits  
     PM Confirmation Code 8 bits  
     TLV Encoded Information Variable TLV specific 
}   

 6 
Parameters shall be as follows: 7 

 8 
Transaction ID 9 
 Transaction ID from corresponding DSA-REQ 10 
PM Confirmation Code (see 11.21.8) 11 
 The appropriate Path Management Confirmation Code for the entire correspondent DSD-REQ. 12 

 13 
The DSD-RSP shall contain the following TLVs: 14 
 15 

HMAC/CMAC Tuple (see 11.1.2) 16 
The HMAC/CMAC Tuple attribute contains a keyed message digest (to authenticate the sender). The HMAC 17 

Tuple attribute shall be the final attribute in the DSD message’s attribute list. 18 
 19 
[Insert the following subclause into section 6.3.2.3] 20 
6.3.2.3.XX RS CID Allocation  Indication  (CID_ALLOC-IND) message 21 
 22 
The CID_ALLOC-IND message shall be transmitted by the MR-BS to the RS during network entry/re-entry 23 

processes. When the network topology is changed or CID (re-)allocation is required, the MR-BS shall also 24 
transmit this message to related RSs to update CIDs. Upon receiving CID_ALLOC-IND, the RS shall (re-25 
)configure CID allocation accordingly. The message format is shown in Table XX.  26 
 27 

Table XX CID_ALLOC-IND message format 28 
Syntax Size Note 
CID_ALLOC-IND_Message_Format() {   
 Management Message Type (TBD) 8 bits  
 CID_Alloc_method  3 bits 0 : contiguous method 
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1 : bit partition method 
2-7 : reserved 

 CID_type 3 bits 0: basic CID 
1: primary CID 
2: T-CID 
3: MT-CID 
4-7: reserved 

 If (CID_Alloc_method = =0) {   
  Start number of CID  16 bits Starting point of the CID 

number 
  End number of CID 16 bits End point of the CID 

number 
 }   
 If (CID_Alloc_method = =1) {   
  New CID for the RS 16 bits  
  Hop count 8 bits The new hop count of 

the RS to the MR-BS 
  K_Code 8 bits The new maximum 

number of subordinate 
RSs that a RS could have

 }   
}   

 1 
 2 

[Insert the followings in sections of 6.3.25] 3 
 4 
6.3.25 Path Management for Relay 5 
 6 
Based on the topology information obtained from topology discovery or update process, MR-BS makes 7 
centralized calculation for the path between MR-BS and an access RS for both uplink and downlink direction. 8 
The path creation is subject to the constraints such as the availability of radio resource, radio quality of the link, 9 
load condition of a RS, etc. The path calculation algorithm is out of scope of this specification. 10 
 11 
Depending on the complexity of network topology, either embedded path management or explicit path 12 
management may be used. 13 
 14 
6.3.25.1 Embedded Path Management for Relay 15 

When the systematic CID allocation is used, the MR-BS shall update the CID range assigned to its 16 
subordinate RSs via the CID_ALLOC-IND message. The MR-BS shall be responsible for managing the entire 17 
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CID allocations within the MR-cell. By assigning systematic CIDs to RSs, the MR-BS already specifies the 1 
relay routing path of the connection. 2 

When a relay station receives a MAC PDU with the CE field set in the MAC header, it shall remove the current 3 
MAC header and forward the payload as the new PDU.  If CRC is used, the BS calculates the CRC for each 4 
packet. 5 

6.3.25.2 Explicit Path Management for Relay 6 
After MR-BS discovers the topology between a newly attached MS or RS and itself, or detects a topology 7 
update due to events such as mobility, MR-BS may remove an old path, establish a new path and inform the 8 
new path information to all the RSs on the path.  9 
 10 
When connections are established or removed, MR-BS may distribute the mapping information between the 11 
connection and the path to all the RSs on the path. The connection could be a regular connection established for 12 
a MS (as defined in 802.16e) or a connection established for a RS (e.g., basic/primary management CID and 13 
tunnel connection). The path management procedures are specified below.  14 
 15 

6.3.25.2.1 Path Establishment, Removal and Update 16 
When a new path is discovered and calculated as specified in section 6.3.25.2, MR-BS sends a path 17 
establishment command to distribute the path information to all the RSs on that path by sending a DSA*-REQ 18 
message. The explicit path information and an uniquely assigned path id are included. The CIDs to be routed on 19 
this path and their associated service flow parameters are also included for path/CID binding operation. 20 
If DSA*-REQ is issued from an access RS, the explicit path path-ID and/or associated CIDs are included in the 21 
DSA-RSP message sent from the MR-BS. 22 
 23 
If the MR-BS decides to remove an existing path (e.g. after an MRS handover), it sends DSD*-REQ message 24 
with the Path-ID. The RSs receiving the DSD*-REQ message should remove all the information related to the 25 
path, including the entry in the routing table, the binding between CIDs to the path, etc.  26 
 27 
Upon receiving the DSA/DSD*-REQ, the RS performs the operation as requested in the message, and then 28 
sends the request to the next RS on the path. The next hop on the path is obtained from the explicit path 29 
information included in the DSA/DSD*-REQ message, or derived from the path information obtained from 30 
previous operation. Such process is repeated until the last RS on the path is reached. The last RS on the path 31 
then replies with an DSA/DSD*-RSP to the previous hop to report its operation status. The previous hop will 32 
update the response with its own operation status and forwards the DSA/DSD*-RSP to its previous hop on the 33 
path, until it reaches the MR-BS.   34 
 35 
The MR-BS may aggregate multiple path management commands into one DSA*/DSD*-REQ message to save 36 
bandwidth. When the paths of different path management commands in the same message divaricates in an RS, 37 
the RS separates the path establishment or removal commands into different messages and transmits them to the 38 
appropriate next-hop RSs.  39 
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 1 
The MR-BS may establish the path in the following ways:  2 

- Distributing the complete path information (including ids of all the RSs on the path) to the RSs on path  3 
- Instructing the RSs how to generate the detailed path information based on the existing path. With this 4 

approach, each RS on the path forwards the instruction to the next hop RS on the path, as long as the 5 
next hop is aware of the existing path information; otherwise, the RS needs to generate the complete or 6 
remaining path information and send to the next hop RS. In the second case, when a RS receives a 7 
DSA*/DSD*-REQ message, if there are further hops on the path updated by the DSA*/DSD*-REQ 8 
message, the RS will regenerate a DSA*/DSD*-REQ message by deleting unused information in the old 9 
one, and send it to the next hop RS.  10 

 11 
6.3.25.2.2 CID to Path Binding 12 
 13 
A routing table that contains the mapping between a CID and one or more given paths needs to be updated 14 
when a new tunnel (identified by a Tunnel CID) is generated between the MR-BS and an access RS, or when a 15 
new connection (identified by a individual CID) is established for an RS or MS and the new connection is not 16 
put into a tunnel. The MR-BS selects one or more path to carry the traffic for the new connection, and informs 17 
all the RSs on the path of the binding between the path id and the supported CIDs by sending a DSA*-REQ 18 
message to all the RSs on the specified path. Such DSA*-REQ message contains the CIDs of the connections 19 
that will be routed through the specified path, the path-id and optionally the SFID and the service flow 20 
parameter for the connection. If the connection is a tunnel connection, the service flow is the aggregate service 21 
flow parameter for all the connections put into the tunnel.  22 
 23 
When a RS on the path receives such DSA*-REQ message, it retrieves the CIDs and path id information and 24 
builds up the routing table, which will be used to route the traffic in the future for the specified CIDs. If the 25 
SFID and the QoS requirement are also present for certain connection, the RS saves them for scheduling the 26 
traffic for the specified CID. This process is repeated until the last RS along the path is reached. The last access 27 
RS then replies with the DSA-RSP.  28 
 29 
If the MR-BS decides to cancel an existing binding between a path and one or more CID (e.g., after MS or 30 
MRS handover to another RS, or MS deregistration, or service flow deletion), it sends a DSD*-REQ message 31 
with the Path-Id and the affected CIDs to the associated RSs. The RSs receiving such DSD*-REQ should 32 
remove the record of the correspondent mapping in the routing table as well as the other context of the affected 33 
MS or MRS.  34 
 35 
If the MR-BS decides to update the service flow parameter associated with a connection along a specific path, it 36 
sends a DSC*-REQ message with Path-ID together with the updated service flow parameter. As an example, as 37 
new transport connections are included into a tunnel, the MR-BS needs to recalculate the aggregate QoS for the 38 
tunnel and distribute the new service flow parameter to every RS on the path by sending a DSC*-REQ message.  39 
 40 
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Upon receiving a DSA*/DSC*/DSD*-REQ, the RS performs the operation as requested in the message, and 1 
then sends the request to the next RS on the path. The next hop on the path is obtained from the explicit path 2 
information included in message if available, or derived from the path information obtained from previous 3 
operation. Such process is repeated until the last RS on the path is reached. The last RS on the path then replies 4 
with an DSA*/DSC*/DSD*-RSP to the previous hop to report its operation status. The previous hop will update 5 
the response with its own operation status and forwards the DSA*/DSC*/DSD*-RSP to its previous hop on the 6 
path, until it reaches the MR-BS.   7 
 8 
Multiple DSA*-REQ can be sent for the same CID to establish multiple paths to MS. This can be utilized for 9 
dynamic switching of traffic among multiple paths based on traffic condition or in case of macro diversity 10 
handoff. 11 
 12 
The MR-BS may aggregate multiple CID to path binding commands in one DSx*-REQ message to save 13 
bandwidth. In addition, when a path is established for one or more connection, the CID to path 14 
binding/unbinding procedure can be conducted together with path establishment procedure by sending a single 15 
DSA*-REQ or DSD*-REQ to save bandwidth. 16 

 17 
Insert new subclause 11.21 18 
 19 
11.21 Path Management message encodings 20 
 21 
The TLV encodings defined in this section are specific to the path management related MAC Management 22 
messages including DSA-REQ/RSP, DSC-REQ/RSP and DSD-REQ/RSP.  23 
 24 
11.21.1 Path-Addition TLV 25 
 26 
This field contains a compound attribute whose subattributes identifies Path ID, the direction of the path, the 27 
number of RSs on the path and an ordered list of RSs on the path as listed in Table S1.  28 
 29 

Type Length Value Scope 
TBD variable Compound DSA-REQ 

 30 
Table S1 – Path-Addition Subattributes 31 

 32 
Attribute Content 

Path ID The ID of the path 
Path Direction The direction of the path 
Existing Path ID The ID of an existing path that is used to derive the information of the 

new path 
Number of RS The number of RSs in the ordered list of RSs 
Ordered list of RSs An ordered list of the basic CID of RSs that identifies the path in the 
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case of non-presence of the Existing Path ID; or a ordered list of RSs 
that identifies the difference between the new path and the existing path 
in the case of presence of the Existing Path ID 

 1 
11.21.2 Path-CID-Binding-Update TLV 2 
 3 
This field contains a compound attribute whose subattributes identifies Path ID, the CIDs bound to the specified 4 
path, the service flow parameter associated with the CIDs as listed in Table S2.  5 
 6 

Type Length Value Scope 
TBD variable Compound DSA-REQ 

 7 
Table S2 – Path-CID-Binding-Addition Subattributes 8 

 9 
Attribute Content 

Path ID The ID of the path 
Number of CIDs The number of CIDs bound to the path 
List of CIDs An list of CIDs that are bound to the path 
List of service flow parameters An list of service flow parameters associated with the CIDs bound to 

the path 
 10 
11.21.3 Path-CID-Binding-Removal TLV 11 
 12 
This field contains a compound attribute whose subattributes identifies Path ID, the CIDs bound to the specified 13 
path to be removed as listed in Table S3.  14 
 15 

Type Length Value Scope 
TBD variable Compound DSD-REQ 

 16 
Table S3 – Path-CID-Binding-Removal Subattributes 17 

 18 
Attribute Content 

Path ID The ID of the path 
Number of CIDs The number of CIDs bound to the path to be removed 
List of CIDs An list of CIDs to be removed from the binding to the path 

 19 
11.21.4 Path-ID TLV 20 
 21 
This filed contains the ID of a path between MR-BS and a RS.  22 
 23 
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Type Length Value Scope 
TBD TBD ID of path DSx-REQ, DSx-RSP, DSx-ACK 

  1 
11.21.5 Path-Direction TLV 2 
 3 
This field specifies the direction of the path, which could be uplink only, downlink only or both uplink and 4 
downlink.  5 
 6 

Type Length Value Scope 
TBD 1 0 – uplink 

1- downlink 
2 – both uplink and downlink 

DSA-REQ 

 7 
11.21.6 Number-of-RS TLV 8 
 9 
This field specifies the number of intermediate RSs on the path.  10 
 11 

Type Length Value Scope 
TBD 1 Number of RSs on the path DSA-REQ 

 12 
11.21.7 Ordered-List-of-RS TLV 13 
 14 
This field contains an ordered list of intermediate RSs on the path in the case of non-presence of the Existing 15 
Path ID; or a ordered list of RSs that identifies the difference between the new path and the existing path in the 16 
case of presence of the Existing Path ID. Note that if the Path Direction indicates for both uplink and downlink, 17 
then the ordered list of RS is for the downlink direction. The ordered list of RS for the uplink can be obtained 18 
by reverse the ordered list.   19 
 20 

Type Length Value Scope 
TBD Number of RS 

x 2bytes 
An ordered list of basic CID 
of RSs on a path; if Path 
Direction == 2, then the 
ordered list of RS on the path 
is for the downlink direction 

DSA-REQ 

 21 
11.21.7 PM-Confirmation-Code TLV 22 

 23 
TBD 24 
 25 
11.21.8 Existing-Path-ID TLV 26 
 27 
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This filed contains the ID of a path between MR-BS and a RS.  1 
 2 

Type Length Value Scope 
TBD TBD ID of an existing 

path 
DSA-REQ 

 3 
  4 
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